In tracing their own inventing over the years, Hammond and Purington' recall interestingly the evolution of our modern art from the time of spark wireless telegraphy as of about 1910. But they give the impressionI that their inventing played a more foundational role than was the case. With the possible exception of Fritz Lowenstein's realization of the amplifier out of de Forest's grid audion detector, which appears to have been conceived before he became associated with Hammond, it may be said that the roots of our modern technology trace back generally to sources other than the Hammond Laboratory. Actually, Hammond's work was conducted in secret, as the authors aver, while speculative patents, filed prolifically, were long held in the Patent Office. Meanwhile the advance rolled on, with its literature accumulating, generally oblivious of the Hammond group. Hence claims made in the paper to "firsts" and to the establishment of "principles" are in need of amenidment, as discussed below. The writer regrets having to turn critic, for he welcomed the rendering of the Hammond story. As it is, the paper will contribute more to technical history by calling for additional evidence. X\e follow the sections of the paper beginning with Section II. THE RADIODYNAMIC TORPEDO (SECTION II) Hammond is best known for his long pursuit of the problem of directing torpedoes by radio control. As still earlier pioneers in this field, mention is made in the paper of a pair of British inventors and of N. Tesla. But singularly omitted from mention is the one who received from the U. S. Patent Office the underlying claims, one of which reads:
The combination with a source of electrical waves or disturbances of a moving vessel or vehicle and mechanism thereon for steering or operating the same, and controlling apparatus adapted to be actuated by the influence of the said waves or disturbances at a distance from the source, as set forth. Of course it was quite impossible for any of the early inventors to get very far on this problem, so crude was early radio; and even after the revolutionary high-vacuum tube came along, to reach an underwater vessel with control signals was most difficult. Two World Wars have now occllrred with no military use of the radio-controlled torpedo; it is just as well, except for the futile expenditure of technical effort and public money.
Among the "principles" claimed to have been developed in the [1910] [1911] [1912] [1913] [1914] period is that of the automatic stabilization of the course of a torpedo by means of the gyro.5
Yet one reads in the Encyclopaedia Britannica of 1910-1911, eleventh edition, under the article on "Torpedo," of gyrocontrol trials in 1896 which "demonstrated the feasibility of accurately and automatically steering a torpedo in a direct line by this means," and of the Whitehead firm having "produced the apparatus which is fitted to every torpedo made."
Under the subheading "Automatic Course Stabilization" it is said, " . in 1912, the Sperry Gyroscope Company and the U. S. Navy were developing a precise and reliable motor-driven gyrocompass with remote repeaters." This development is understood to have been undertaken by Sperry alone, the Navy adopting the system upon its appearance in 1911 three Hammond patents,6 as if these patenits cover course stabilization and the automatic pilot. They do not; they apply only to the application thereto of radio control. In fact, the arrangement shown for combining gyro and steering engine is unserviceably crudethe control is intermittenit rather than con- the first example of security systems using both time and frequency diversity" appears to have been an adaptation to a slow "secuLrity" operation of de Forest's diplex.
Toward the end of Section I I of the paper,10 there is quoted a claim from a Hammond patent of 1932-1936"1 which is said to be "the statemiient of the Proximity Fuse principle." This is erroneous, for the claim is for a torpedo, nmeaning in water, from which the energy radiated muist be compressional or sound waves, the only kind disclosed in the patenit, whereas the proximity fuse employs radio waves.
THE TRIODE TUBE (SECTION III)
The technological revolution that has resulted from the electron tube requires that reports of its onset be rendered correctly. The report given in the paper is from the standpoint of the Hammond group, and while this is a welcome conitribution, it is by nature limited and one-sided, and containis some errors. Hence, additional evidence is offered as follows.
The second paragraph quotes our old friend Robert Marriott as having written that de Forest's Audion "was used to some extent as early as 1906 . . . ". The quotation is correct, but the assumption that it referred to the triode rather than the diode, as of 1906, is in error. It was the two-element tube that was publicly christened that year with the name Audion in de Forest's AIEE paper of October 20, 1906 , devoted to the diode and entitled simply, "The Audion." Incidentally, Pupin amusingly said of the name: "It is a mongrel. It is a Latin word with a Greek ending!" And he expressed dissatisfaction with de Forest's inability to explain its modus operandi.l2 In his recent autobiography, de Forest refers to his detector tube as "a carbon filament surrounded by a platinum plate,"'3 which he used in receiving at 42 Broadway, New York, in
1906.
The grid triode appears to have been invented toward the very end of that year or the beginning of 1907. It was filed upon January 29, 1907 and issued as a patent February 18, 1907, No. 879,532, entitled 'Improvement in Oscillation Detectors." (There was no time lost in those days!) Just ahead of it de Forest had devised another form of triode, one in which the control electrode was a second plate located on the side of the filament opposite to the anode. He sought to make of it a telephone amplifier; but being unable to obtain anmplification, contented himself with filing a speculative patent application October 25, 1906 . It was issued January 15, 1907, as No. 841,387, entitled "Device for Amplifying Feeble Electrical Currents." Interestingly enough, the patent drawing shows, connected in series with the input control electrode, a condenser such as became familiar in the grid audion detector. But whereas in the grid tube it enhanced the detector action, it could only do harnm in the amplifier, causing it to block. This probably was one reason for the failure of the two-plate amplifier, the other being the lesser electrostatic control of the filament-aniode electroni path. ' I have been experimenting with a new form of apparatus designed to produce undamped and high frequency oscillations. Our method is far more reliable and simpler than the Poulsen arc method, or the high frequency alternator system as used by Fessenden and others. We are in process of developing this apparatus, and when it has reached a practical point, I would be very glad to send you more complete information regarding it.
In the experiments we have found that our method is highly suitable for wireless telephony, as there is absolutely no sound produced whatsoever as in the arc or hf alternator. I believe that telegraphy by means of undamped high frequency oscillations is the logical future of this art, for the reasons which you have already discovered and proven: that far better ttuninig may be obtained where there is no decrement to the wave train, and that there is less absorption of energy in long distance transmission, and also the important fact that low voltages are used at the transmitting station. However, the chief weakness in all systems of this kind is essentially in the means of producing the continuous high frequency oscilla- In a patent interference Hammond was awarded a claim which he interprets as giving him "the broad subject matter" of intermediate-frequency circuitry.25 The claim is quoted as reading:
A carrier wave transmission system comprising means for receiving and detecting the energy of a modulated wave, means for selecting a component of said detected energy, and means for detecting said selected component.
Thus, the claim is for tandem detectionselection-detection. The paper asserts, "The entire principle of IF selectivity is expressed by the words 'selecting a component' regardless of whether the unselected components were to be utilized otherwise as in multiplex reception, or were to be discarded as in simplex telephonic reception."
What is disclosed in Hammond Patent
No. 1,491,772 (1912-1924) , of which the above is claim 46? The modulated "carrier tranismiiission wave" is simply that of an intermittent spark discharge of definite group frequency. That group frequency is recovered in the output of a detector, is selected and then detected again, down to the signal frequency. The receiving selectivity is enihanced by tuning to the spark frequency as well as to the radio frequency. Now this addition of selecting the spark frequency after detection and then rectifying it to obtain the signal frequency, was not new as of 1912 . In 1909 -1911 , the Telefuniken singing-spark, quenched-gap, system of wireless telegraphy which contained it was well known. The receiver comprised: a radio-frequency tuner, a detector, an amplifier sharply tuned to the spark frequency of about 500 cycles, a second detector, and a telegraph signal recorder. (The tone-frequency signals, instead of being rectified, could be read in headphones or on a loudspeaker.) The amplifier element was electromechanical, a stretched steel wire tuned to the spark frequency drove a microphone, and three such elements in tandem made up the amplifier, highly selective as it was. Only one of these patents shows feedback on the first stage, namely the Chaffee one, and it specifically says it is to increase sensitivity and that the feedback should not be allowed to oscillate. Yet the authors in afterthought say it was "usable" for heterodyne reception, and assert: "Structurally, therefore, the receiver was of the most general 'superheterodyne' variety, since both detectors could be, and during adjustment often were, of an oscillatory nature." Of course both detectors were "of an oscillatory nature," detection of oscillatioIns being their function, anid they would even tend to self-oscillation. But the first detector was not used in the self-oscillating condition; the Chaffee patent enjoinied againist it. Thus, one sees that the authors use "weasel words" to give the impression they had a true superheterodynie in 1918, whereas they did not. Heising Patent No. 1,633,100 (1916 -1927 practice of transmitting two chromiinance signals in color television. The presentation of the Chaffee transmitter of Fig. 16 as part of a "noise-reduction system" is misleading since the nioise it tlndertook to reduce was that arising in the transmitter itself, not that of the transittinig mediuml. It is appropriate for the authors to recall something of how wide-swing FM arose from the advance of radio to the higher freq tiencies, where the "nattLiral atmospheric disturbances were of lessened importance." As ttlbe transmiiitters were pushed to these higher frequencies (of the order of 50 Imlc), the mlodulationi of a radio telephone transmitter tended naturally to swing the freqtieilcy. Appearing initially as a fauilt, the making of a virtue of this effect was a nia tuiral second thought. Chaffee of the Bell Telephone Laboratories thus sought to titilize it and devised a receiver for an FM svstem.
The printed anniouncemiient of a paper34 he was to give was followed immediately by a press release by Prof. E. H. Armstronig of his own invention of FM, now so well-knowni. In the public demonstrations made by Armstrong he compared the high-frequency FM channel with an ordinary broadcast channiel, giving the impression that all the nioise improvement was due to his FM system, whereas perhaps half had been bestowed by Nature! Altogether, the attainment of the higher freqtuencies by means of the vacuuImi tUbe was the primary force in bringing about modern FM, the inventors being those who were on the stage at the time seeking the new. No less is the honor owed to those who, through "inspiration and perspiration," really gave it to the world. April, 1935. Published in PROC. IRE, vol. 23, pp. 517-540; May, 1935. "Application of negative feedback to frequency modulated systems," PROC. IRE, vol. 27, pp. 317-331; May, 1939. Rebuttal by John Hays Hammond, Discussion of "A History of Some Foundations of MAodern Radio-Electronic Technology tained in our previous paper. We do not choose to comment upon the extraneous material except when it appears to have an indirect bearing upon our own material. Our critic has long been known to us as a member of the IRE History Committee. As such he has been given, in the past, much material from our files in which he had expressed interest by correspondence. We regret that we did not have the opportunity of commenting upon his present paper before it was presented for publication, and that we are now compelled to take up valuable space to clear up matters that could hax-e been attended to by a continuation of our personal correspondence. In presenting ouir paper, we expected comments in addition to those kindly furnished by the reviewers of our first submitted draft, and we would have welcomed constructive criticism of otur effort to establish radio-electronic history upon a more correct basis. For purposes of later identification, we will number the items upon which we wish to comment consecutively in the order of appearance in the Critique. We will then give for each item a quotation from the Critique, to assist a reader in locating the material to which we are responding. ThereUponl will follow our rebuttal or comment for each case. At the end of our rebuttal or comments on all items, we will list such references to published or unpublished material as may seem appropriate, with referenice numbers for each documentation corresponding to the items to which they pertain. Moreover, we will be glad to supply copies of listed unpublished material to the Editor of the PROCEEDINGS, and to the Chairman of the IRE History Committee. The items upon which we wish to comment follow. archives of the Patent Office, as set forth in the paper. Self-imposed restrictions were for the purpose of observing the proprieties and keeping faith with officials who expressed their convictions very freeely in defense matters. In this rebuttal, we are lifting a self-imposed restriction in one matter, because we know the officials quoted would so desire it under the present circumstances.
Radio-electronic work mainly of defense interest has always been either developed in close cooperation with the military, or in the initial stages has been brought to the attention of the proper Governmental authorities. Radio-electronic work mainly of commercial interest has had a proper outlet to the industry through conferences, demonstrations, and patent arrangements. Even in the summer of 1916, Congress was not worried about the war, as long as it raged only in Europe. Its concern was that sooner or later there would be a winner of that war, and that foreign battleships might eventually appear off our coasts to bombard our cities. The Hammond invention was of great interest because it promised a method of sending a powerful guided missile out to sea under precision control from an aeroplane, much farther than was possible with the ballistic missiles from coast defense guns. Senator Townsend of Michigan7 expressed it concisely: "Now it seems to me that in these uncertain times, in these times when we are preparing for defensive war, the United States Governmnent cannot afford to neglect ani opportunity of this kind." The leisurely debate appears in the thirty-three pages of the Congressional Record in which the matter is covered, over the period June 13 to June 30, 1916 . Members of Congress were quite unanimously willing to make the initial appropriation of $30,000 by which a Board of six Army and Navy officers was expected to find whether the guided missile principles developed by Hammond would be of benefit to the country. The debate in the Senate was mainly whether the Board should be required to report back to a later session of Congress, or should immediately be provided with conditional funds so that it would be able to proceed without delay if it considered the inventionAs worth adopting into service.
One of those who may have looked beyond the immediate horizon was Senator Stone of Missoutri, who spoke8 as follows:
"What is claimed for it? What will it do? In a word, this is what it is claimed it will do, namely, that through the operation of electrical energies controlled by the devices of this invention, an explosive body may be directed in its course until it comes in contact with a given body, stationary or movable, against which it is directed."
Are we not now, forty-two years later, seeking a device to do just that, with the body against which it may be directed not a battleship twenty-five miles offshore, but a ballistic missile fromii across the entire ocean?
The lack of real concern for the war raging in Europe, even as late as ten months before our entry into it, is shown by the discussion8 as to where a plane was to be had so that the Board could make the guidance tests of the Hammond torpedo: Rebuttal. This is in error. Any device which can conceivably be termed an "autonmatic pilot" must be one which has to do with steering, since without the word "atutonmatic, " a pilot is'9 "the steersmani of a ship; that onie of a ship's crew who has charge of the helm and the ship's course." Our critic has cited the "aeroplane stabilizer" developed in 1913-1914 In 1913 In -1914 his soin Lawrence and the Curtiss Company, he developed a special gyroscope systemi for reduction of roll and for the automatic balancing of aeroplanes. With demonstrations in, the summer of 1914 in France, the younger Sperry and "The Sperry Gyroscopic Stabilizer"'" woi the $10,000 prize in the "Concours pour la Securite en Aeroplanes." These three Sperry developments of the Gyro-Compass, the Gyroscopic Ship Stabilizer, and the Gyroscopic Aeroplane Stabilizer, were of utmost importance. But they were not automatic pilots, for the simlple reason that in all three cases, the coturse of the craft was held and was changed onily by a human pilot.
Hammond's first business contact with the Sperry Gyroscope Company was in JuLly, 1913, in the same month that Hammlond filed applications for the three patenits basic to all automatic course stabilization, either by radiant energy or with manual control of the stabilized course. Sperry suLpplied special gyro-compass type equipment specified in a coiitract with Hammnond dated September 8, 1913 ; this equipment was successfully installed by Hammond and his staff in the Natalia and operated in an autonmatic pilot system over a distance ruin on March 25, 1914. After this pionieer work, followed by the U.S.S. Iowa installation of 1921, the Sperry "Gyro-pilot" began to be manufactured and sold in considerable numibers. In 1925, after an installation on the Leviathan and a patent interference with Hammond, the attorneys of the Sperry Gyroscope Company could cite no "29. In combination, a self-stabilizing, self-steering aircraft, and means comprising a radiant energy transmission system for causinig said aircraft to make any desired turn in azimuth at any point in its flight." "30. In combination, a self-stabilizing, self-steering aircraft, means comprising a radiant energy transmission system for causing said aircraft to make any desired turn in azimuth at any point in its flight, and means for automatically banking the craft while turning."
As a result of the Hammond-Sperry agreement of 1925, all later radiant energy airborne-guided missile-type equipment produced by Sperry involving a change of a stabilized course, carried Hammond patent numbers. Pre-World War II radio-guided aeroplanes came to be known as Hammond-Sperry Drones.
Additionally, it is to be noted that automatic pilot systems commercially developed for passenger planes with a pilot in attendance are covered by the basic patents of Hammond filed in 1913, such as that cited in the discussion of Section 11-9 above.
Therefore we submit that Hammond, and not Sperry, was the true pioneer in the development of the "automatic pilot" for waterborne craft, and that patentwise, the invention is dominated by patents that went exclusively to the U. S. Government in 1932; that Hammond's gyro-pilot ideas applied in the waterborne field were also applicable in the airborne field, regardless of whether there was a human pilot also available, or whether the craft was radio-controlled; that in the explicit field of radiant energy control of airborne torpedoes in which he was not obligated to the Government, Hammond granted the Sperry Company exclusive rights which it acknowledged and exercised in pre-World War is the background of the Hammond singleshot FM system of security used on the Natalia. 14) Critique. "de Forest had devised... a diplex system of telegraphy.... " Rebuttal. Such a system is irrelevant to the discussion. Hammond's system was simplex, depending upon the reception of both ends of the transmitted spectrum to establish a single control signal. The de Forest system, apparently, was diplex, with one end of the spectrum for conveying one message and the other end for another independent message. There was no cooperative action between two channels to produce a single signal as in the Hammond security system and as in modern FM reception.
15) Critique. " . . . the claim is for a torpedo, meaning in water.... "
Rebuttal. The words "as set forth" do not appear in the claim, therefore the claim is not limited by the drawings and specificatlons, but only by the allowable breadth of the words "torpedo" and "energy." We consider the word "torpedo" applies to aerial torpedoes, and that "energy" applies to electromagnetic energy. Note that contrary to the statement of our critic, the word "fuse" is absent from our paper. While the "proximity fuse" principle may apply to airborne devices, the "proximity" principle applies to both air-and waterborne devices. Neither we nor presumably our critic are in a position to know whether or not the proximity principle, in fact, has been applied in both media.
III. THE TRIODE TUBE 16) Critique. "The quotation is correct, but the assumption that it referred to the triode rather than the diode, as of 1906, is in error."
Rebuttal. On the contrary, our assumption that it applied to the triode both in 1906 and also later is not in error. The Marriott reference in its entirety on this point is:
"5. Audion. This form of detector was used to some extent as early as 1906, but apparently in small numbers until about 1912 when the amateurs became active in its use, and within the last year or more it has been used to some extent by the Government. "
Now our critic later states, "It was about that time that the grid audion began to come into some use, 'but apparently in very small numbers' as Marriott said." Since Marriott referred to "this form of detector, " and since the form of detector as of 1907 was the grid audion form, as our critic admits, it follows that Marriott was referring to the detector of 1906 as a triode. Our critic does not openly say that the Marriott statement was in error, but does say that we were in error in interpreting it. Our critic, in his first printed discussion of the Marriott paper in the PROCEEDINGS, 25 Comment. The critic here lapses into the early usage of "Audion detector" as meaning a triode tube regardless of the use to which it was put in circuitry. 21) Critique. "But they do not tell the whole story and give the inmpression of Hammond's role having been more thani it was."
Rebuttal. There was no need of telling the whole story. The prior attempts at developing the triode were recorded in the first and last parts of the paragraph, showing that Lowenstein still, in 1912, had a lot more to develop. Hammond's immediate interest was the procurement of a better type of "relay-operating rectifier-detector," and in this branch of the work, Lowenstein nmay have been a true consultant. At least, he never changed the words "Consulting Engineer" on his letterhead27 when writing about any phase of the ion controller project. Hammond's role qtuickly became that of an unsecured creditor, buLt with paper rights in exploiting the triode developments. On the basis of personal friendship, a settlement of financial matters was made with Lowenstein about three months before his sale of the grid bias patent to the Telephone Company, at such a figure that the entire amount received from the sale went directly to Lowenstein as a clear profit. The Hammond role was not exaggerated in the paper. ternal to the Fleming valve, where he mnay have meant a grid within the valve. 23) Critique. "The strange thing is that it was not followed up."
Rebuttal. Our conijectures as to why the work was dropped by Lowenistein are stated in the paper. Lowensteini's research was made available to the General Electric Company,28 with nmore facilites and comiipetenice than Hamimond-Lowexestein for carrying out "a systematic inivestigation of the influence of the vacuLum." Dr. G. \W. Pierce once recalled to Us, "We were not at all sure there was any great fututre for the triode tube, but felt that any fuitture lay in the development of the hard tuibe." The hard tube was a General Electric dlevelopllleInt. 24) Critique. "And it is sinigtilar that to Hammond, 'The exact natture of the ionic devices and the manner of operationi are not known'. " Comment. The technical details may be in the Lowenstein files concerninig which our inquiries have been futile. There is a suggestion of a method of regenerationi in the book, critic's reference 27, in the figure of a detector circuit for which u-nusual senisitivity was claimed. (See Fig. 77, Rebuttal. The premise that de Forest first went to the Bell people is in error. Our documentation is a letter29 and a telegram30 which places de Forest in Gloucester in late October, as stated in the paper. The visit was not in connection with the amplifier work of either de Forest or Lowenstein, and the information was casually given. 33) Critique. "As if it were niew, Ham-
ii.ond referred it to the General Electric
Company as 'the proper triode design'." Rebuttal. TFhe clause "as if it were new" is unijuistified. It was an engineering design, expressing the personal views of the members of the Hammond group. This design was not at first followed by the General Electric Company for the reasons stated. Nor was it followed by the Telephone Company in their first wartime type E and J tubes. The original pencil sketches, of which ouir critic presumably has a copy,3" carry two dated signatures. These are the signatures of attorneys of the General Electric Company, and not of anyone of the Hammond group. In fact, the only direct indication of the Hammond source of the design is that the material would be recognized as being in the handwriting of Dr. G. WV. Pierce, then a consultant to the Hammond Laboratory. Not even he bothered to sign the sketch. Rebuttal. The Telefunken equipment was not pertinent to the decision in the interference, because what our critic calls a second detector was not a detector. In fact, our critic later states parenthetically: "The tone-frequency signals, instead of being rectified, could be read in headphones or on a loudspeaker." Apparently, our critic's subconscious mind compelled him to uise the correct word "rectified" as applied to a to0nal frequency signal. and it was only his coniscious mind that has attempte(d to call that rectifier also a detector. As ouir critic and former advisor of attornievs of the T elephone Company well knows, suibconisciously at least, the question of wheni a rectifier is also a detector was thoroughly discussed in the interference. Our critic gives no patent numiber for the Telefunken equipmienit. Its operation in the respect here discussed is unquestionably subservienit patentwise to earlier references cited by the Trelephone Company in the interference. A brief review of that case appears to be in order. Rebuttal. Readers will be amazed to find someone who as of the present date will refer to an audio-frequency intermediate frequency. by his signature at the end of the specifications. If our critic does not consider this sufficient, the fact that Miessner was not the inventor of the patented material is evidenced by his signature as a witness. Our critic presumably has failed to note an alleged relation between the receiver system of the figure cited and the TRF circuitry of Alexanderson, available in a reference34 cited in our previous paper. 40) Critique. "Another claim for a 'first' muLst be corrected."
Rebuttal. In preparing our paper, we endeavored to leave out any reference to the word "Hammond" wherever we considered that there would be no misinterpretation as to the meaning. Most readers, we believe, made a mental insertion of the words by Hammond after "was first applied" in the cited passage. Note that in a single paragraph, the Chief Signal Officer of World War I referred to two kinds of torpedoes and to two kinds of energy by which they may be controlled. Clearly the examiner of the proximity patent years later would have reqtiired Hammond to insert underwater before "torpedo" and acoustic before "energy," if he had intended to restrict the scope of the patent to the form set forth. It is inconsistenit for otir critic to assert that the Fiske claim terminating with the words "as set forth" is basic to the radio-control principle in forms not shown, and yet to deny that the Hammond claim cited in our paper is not basic to the proximity principle generally, with the words "as set forth" absentt. In contrast with the Fiske radio-control patent, the Hammond proximity patent did get reduced to practice, we understand, in both media. It was not generally known, presumably because no money passed in making it available, and there was no threat of a law suit. 16), 17), and 18 In conclusion, it appears that our critic refused further comment on about eighty per cent of the points listed in our first rebuttal. We trust that he would refuse further commnent on at least eighty per cent of the poinits treated again in this second response to his critiques. We note that his discussions have been offered "in the interest of more correct technical history. XVe hope the fotur papers of these discussionis have done much to confirm the correctness of the technical history which we set forth in our September, 1957 paper.
Correspondence
Low-Noise Tunnel-Diode Amplifier* Since Hull first disclosed the dynatron,' negative conductance amplifiers have received sporadic attention. As early in 1935, E. Wt. Herold pointed out the possibility of uising negative condtictance for amplification.2 However, lack of conivenient negativeconductance elements made such amplifiers unattractive. The purpose of this note is to report some results on a new negative-conductance amplifier using a novel semiconductor device called a tunnel diode3 which was developed by H. S. Sommers at the RCA Laboratories.
The amplifier circuit is shown in Fig. 1 Cd, is energized by a battery Vo through a dc load resistance ro. The resistance ro should be smaller than the negative resistance produced so that stable biasing is possible.
The biasing point at which the negative conductance is realized is defined by the combined adjustment of the load resistance ro and the supply Vs. As shown in Fig. 1 , the negative conductance is shunted by an RF tank which determines the amplifier resonant frequency f1. Cb, a by-pass condense in the tank, should be made as large a possible to prevent parasitic oscillations in the battery circuit. For stability, the RF load conductance presenited by the combination of the generator conductance G,7 and load conductance GL through a tap transformation should be larger than the negative conductance (G) of the diode. Stable amplification can be achieved only when both dc and RF load conditions are fulfilled. Expressions for power gaini (gp), bandwidth (Af), and noise factor (F) of (if QLg>> 1) (1) (2)
